
DAZ 3D and Gizmoz present 

The Leading Personalized Avatar-generator 
and Library of Creative Assets 

for Game and Virtual World Development



High-quality 3D Content for Developers
On the heels a successful merger announced in December 2009, DAZ 3D-Gizmoz present Digimi, the ultimate platform for 

generating personalized avatars. Leveraging the collaboration of existing technologies from DAZ3D and Gizmoz, Digimi 

o�ers a premier solution for complete avatar customization that extends creative possibilities toward developers of games, 

online worlds and real-time environments. 

With a new End User License Agreement (EULA), Digimi introduces high quality 3D assets that can be readily incorporated 

into your 3D projects. We now o�er our popular 3D models with extensive �gure and face morphing capabilities to allow 

you ultimate customization capabilities for your game characters.

To learn more, visit the our new store: developer.daz3d.com



Digimi o�ers a premier solution for complete avatar customization!
Digimi  empowers anyone to create and project a 3D version of themselves across the digital landscape, from 

still images, to video and now, to PC, console and online games. At the core of Digimi  is an engine for 

creating and sharing realistic, animated 3D avatars from just one face photo.  The Digimi  technology 

platform combines behavioral animation, digital puppetry and 3D rendering to deliver animated characters 

that behave in a natural and believable manner. 

With the Digimi  API, game developers obtain a 3D object of the user’s head, manipulate it with emotions 

and a variety of morphs, accessorize it and use it in their games without any additional installations or 

changes to the user’s client environment. Incorporating the Digimi  API into your game allows you to import 

3D photo-realistic heads into your game engine at runtime.

Increased personalization yields increased engagement

As the gaming and entertainment industries shift focus towards 

personalization; engagement and participation increases.  

In addition to enabling your users to design an avatar in their own image, they 

can customize it by choosing from a rich catalog of accessories. Both head 

construction and accessory functions may be o�ered as premium items and the 

revenue generated from these virtual goods is a great way to supplement your 

existing business model.

Digimi provides the 
real-time industry with 
simple tools that save 
creative resources on 
one hand, and 
introduces a valuable 
base for micro- 
transactions and virtual 
goods on the other.  



The Digimi API for Game Developers is:
Web-based: There is nothing for you to install. The API’s main input is a facial picture with parameters describing details 

for the desired output. The Digimi API infrastructure will then issue a complete 3D base model with morphs and features 

already inside. Digimi 3D head data comes in a compressed, platform-independent standard format.

Realistic: With increased polygon-count models, complex characters, high resolution textures, and support for both 

normal and specular maps, Digimi head maker provides a powerful high-�delity solution for game developers.

Customized & Seamless to Integrate: Digimi’s patented technology delivers each client avatar to your server in your 

native format, so it transports seamlessly to your destination and animates with your existing motion assets. 

For All Types of Games: The Digimi API can easily suit console, PC or online games developed in 2D, 3D or �ash. For 

non-3D games, a snap shot or full animation sequence can be generated on the Gizmoz server farm.

Photo Perfect: Digimi is the only company that has developed the ability to reconstruct even problematic photographs 

(i.e. with open mouths, side angles and facial expressions).  Your users simply upload their face photo from their 

computer, use a web camera, or import the face photo from their Facebook or Myspace pro�le.

Human-like Behavior: Digimi heads contain over 100 morph targets allowing full range of motion for face muscles 

(brow, lip, nose), eyes (blinks, looks) and phonemes for realistic emotions, lip sync, and moods.



Picture to 3D head model reconstruction
Vast library of high quality characters and accessories
Facial transformation such as age, sex, race, caricatures 
and beauti�cation
Morphing – option to apply a combination of base morphs 
(animal, monsters, caricatures, etc.)
Animation – emotional expressions with text-to-speech 
or voice driven lip-sync and lively facial expressions
Full activity reporting
Revenue share for digital goods
Game content packs for premium upgrades 

We’d be happy to share examples with you and 
discuss the package that best suits your game, service 
and audience. Please contact us to receive more 
technical details about the API and to receive your 
temporary key so you can try it out.

Partner with Digimi:
Digimi o�ers developers a variety of partnership options:
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About DAZ 3D-Gizmoz:

DAZ 3D-Gizmoz, with o�ces in Draper, UT and Tel Aviv, Israel, joined forces in 
Dec. 2009 and is led by Dan Farr, CEO and Eyal Gever, president. It is the leading 
publisher of personalized 3D digital characters, software and accessories, for 
creative professionals, game developer and 3D enthusiasts. 
The company provides a central solution to design, manage and transport 
high-quality digital characters that can be deployed in virtual worlds, 
cross-platform games, social networks, mobile applications and professional 
modeling and animation tools.

Contact us today to get started:
Email: developers@gizmoz.com

Visit us at developers.digimi.com


